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Introduction
This zine is a compilation of five womxn of color collectives spanning from
1970-2018 that engaged in print subculture by producing alternative written
word works in different mediums as an extension of their activism. Researching
archival primary sources, I sought out the narratives that utilized written word as
a mode for advocating change from different womxn of color collectives, or
works written through a collective voice of womxn of color. The collectives I
am focusing on include Asian Lesbians of the East Coast (ALOEC), Las Buenas
Amigas (LBA), The Griot Press (African Ancestral Lesbians), the book
#NotYourPrincess Voices of Native American Women and select works
published by Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press. Although I am only
focusing on a few collectives, and a few written works and publications that
encompass the style, purpose and prose of alternative press texts, I was inspired
and informed by numerous works of many powerful womxn of color collectives,
authors, poets, artists and visionaries (see cited sources for list of all referenced
texts). Through my evaluation of these incredible works, I came to witness the
ways in which written pieces and the powerful prose function as a means to
form community and solidarity as an act of resistance among marginalized
groups.
Print subculture has continued to function as a way to incite social change and
spark movement for the marginalized voices of womxn of color regardless of the
medium. From the proliferation of manifestos in 1970s and 80s in the post-civil
rights era, to the punk movement in the 90s, to Twitter and the hashtag
revolution transforming written word activism through the rapidity of shared
knowledge via the internet, womxn of color continue to be a vehicle that incites
social change. Written word through print subculture continues to function as an
act of resistance and as a form of powerful community. Utilizing mediums
accessible to the masses, the lived experiences of many communities of womxn
of color blossom in prose and in narrative stories. The power of written word
manifests in solidarity and connection which transcends difference. From
inexpensive zines, to manifestos handed out for free, to books crafted by and for
womxn of color, to hashtags accessible to anyone with free social media
accounts, written word prevails as a mode for voicing opinions, sharing
experiences, and creating collectives and community. Womxn of color continue
to champion this change.
This zine is my own creation, informed by the works I analyzed. I am focusing
on written word as it relates to collective change, and the power written word
possesses to incite change among different marginalized womxn of color
groups. Instead of using images from the primary sources, I have created my
own original illustrations––as not to copy or exploit the hard labor of womxn of
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color who have produced their own works throughout time. All illustrations in
this zine are my original works, honoring the hand-drawn style and unique
imagery present in many journals and newsletters of various womxn of color
collectives. I was inspired by the spirit of collectivity present in many of the
works and stories I analyzed.
The multitude of identities that live beneath the encompassing umbrella "womxn
of color" are regularly and historically silenced despite the incredible lived
experiences and written works that exist to testify to these realities. From the
lack of representation in media, books, magazines, to the regularity of
misconstrued, essentialized, romanticized or exoticized perceptions of womxn of
color, there are few to no outlets that highlight the incredibly rich histories of so
many communities. Third party mediums and print subcultures offer a way to
transcend the confines of patriarchal, euro-centric, and academic lenses. By
analyzing different alternative print works by womxn of color from 1970-2018,
we can see how creativity and unique voices were lifted up through spaces
completely open to all forms of expression and testimony. As a result of the
limitations in mainstream outlets of expression, alternative presses offer a space
for womxn of color voices to be expressed freely without limitation, omission or
censorship. Through alternative press, the authenticity and lived hardships faced
by various womxn of color have a space to be expressed without being muted.
Despite changes in technology and print subculture, womxn of color continue to
evolve with time: transcending adversity in various mediums throughout history.
The analysis and further preservation of this work is necessary, vital, and
important to further efforts to include the voices of marginalized womxn of
color in all areas of discourse.
Even so, I would like to acknowledge the limitations of my project. Not every
marginalized voice falling under the large term womxn of color is encapsulated
in these pages. Instead, I attempt to draw attention to and scratch the surface of
the rich stories often omitted from history. Womxn of color includes a huge
diversity of identities, cultures, experiences and intricacies that exist within and
without the usage of written word as a form of recorded history. I hope to carve
out a purposeful space showing the ways in which so many voices intersect and
stem from each other across time.
I would like to acknowledge Professor Duthely for advising me during this
process and offering expertise, advice, and affirmation in my literary and lived
endeavors. I would also like to acknowledge the University of Puget Sound and
the Chism Scholarship for funding my research as well as Katy Curtis for
advising me on many elements of my research and archival-based analysis. I
also want to acknowledge my parents for allowing me to have such
opportunities lived and academic, and my sister, for challenging my ideas and
pushing me to dig deeper in the excavation of all work.
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"Because of our sexuality we continue to be
marginalized. But this is only part of our
problem as we are also dealing with what it
means to be women of color in this society.
As women who are (im)migrant, black and
brown in a world ruled by men, mostly white,
mostly heterosexual, we live in a constant
state of discrimination and oppression"
-Las Buena Amigas (pg 7, no. 1)
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Lesbianism/queerness as a womxn of color adds
complexity to the lived experience of being a womxn
of color, and is another identity which deviates from
the white, heteronormative, patriarchal structures
that maintain society. For many queer womxn of color,
lesbianism is the marginalized identity that sparks
the momentum to understand other forms of oppression
experienced by a persons of color. In the essay "La
Güera," Cherríe Moraga describes understanding and
connecting with her mother’s experience as a womxn of
color through her own identity as a lesbian. “It
wasn’t until I acknowledged and confronted my own
lesbianism in the flesh, that my heartfelt
identification with and empathy for my mother’s
oppression––due to being poor, uneducated, and
Chicana––was realized. My lesbianism is the avenue
through which I have learned the most about silence
and oppression and it continues to be the most
tactile reminder to me that we are not free human
beings" (Moraga, 23).
For many advocates from all different ethnic
identities, queerness functions as a pathway to
understand and interact with oppression. The
combination of being a womxn of color and a lesbian
collectively functions to provoke the unique
experience of many oppressions at once. Intersecting
like a crossroad, as a non-white, non-heterosexual,
non-male individual, it is uniquely difficult to
function in a society that simultaneously oppresses
you on the basis of not one
but three essential elements
of yourself. Both Cerríe
Moraga and Katherine Ekau Amoy
Hall similarly describe
experiences of multiracialism
and lesbianism. Both come from
different cultural
backgrounds, and yet
lesbianism becomes the way in
which they understand many
parts of themselves. Ekau Amoy
Hall explains this pivotal
moment of realization
explaining how the, "turning
point for me was when I came
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out as a lesbian" (ALOEC 24). For her this sparked a
desire to advocate and connect with others who shared
similarly marginalized identities.
Continuing to describe how this came to be, Ekau Amoy
Hall explains, "It was not until my relationship with
Helen, a Black woman, did I begin to realize the void
in my life. I was a woman of color but I had not
related to another woman of color until then" (ibid).
Regardless of ethnic identity and heritage, queerness
as a womxn of color similarly functions as a mode to
connect with other queer womxn of color, and realize
your identity as experienced similarly by different
womxn of color. Although all womxn of color
undoubtedly face oppression in society as does a
queer womxn, queer womxn of color face oppression not
only for being a womxn, for being of color, but also
on the basis of their sexual orientation––for loving
womxn.
Experiencing and coming to terms with one’s queerness
as a womxn of color comes with understanding the real
ramifications of loving who you love and being who
you are––and facing prejudice for both, not simply
one or the other. Simply being a heterosexual womxn
of color still allows the benefit of a
heteronormative society where non-heterosexual womxn
of color are bombarded more than twice as much with
prejudice. The patriarchal systems double down on
womxn who are not heterosexual since they are
examples of living resistance and power opposing the
white patriarchal system. Ekau Amoy Hall and Moraga
similarly experienced the communal power of a
mutually shared identity, as queer womxn of color.
Whether it be on the basis of sexuality, or the
commonality of womxn of color or both, the communal
impacts and empowering effect of such experiences
prove to be powerful avenues for shared experiences
in prose. Through written word such powerful womxn of
color are able to articulate the creation of their
identities; forming powerful prose documenting the
way in which their identities were formed
and continue to shape avenues of
connection, affirmation, change and
solidarity despite the specificity of
lived experiences.
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Written word continues to be
the most powerful and potent method to
effectively
speak truths, histories, and stories
into existence.
Forcing recognition from the
reader (you)
through deliberate acts
and literary techniques
we draw attention
to
the nature of the content
or
the form
of what is written
and perhaps
reaching the target audiences
or maybe
the masses,
educating and rattling
the misconceptions
and one-sided perspective
of history
as you know it
to be.
by Lenora Yee
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"Asian lesbians need to be counted. We
should no longer be labeled as submissive.
Our voices need to be heard. We no longer
have to "pass" in a white or in any other
society. Asian women are beautiful. We need
to look in each other's eyes"
-Chea Villanueva (ALOEC Newsletter no. 1,
1983)
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Asian Lesbians of the East Coast (ALOEC) produced
their first Newsletter in 1983. Each issue collected
highlighted personal narratives and prose from all
different perspectives and voices. Hand drawn images,
call for submissions from readers, poetry and prose,
created an approachable, authentic and raw
publication. It is hard not to vicariously feel the
pain and joy in stories and personal narratives of so
many powerful Asian womxn. Kitchen Table: Women of
Color Press
published many
books with
similar
emotionally
evocative
qualities. The
author Hisaye
Yamamoto
exemplifies the
power of prose
in the book
Seventeen
Syllables and
other Stories.
Seventeeen Syllables and other stories by Hisaye
Yamamoto and the ALOEC newsletter parallel each
other. The collection of short stories, published by
Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, written by
acclaimed author Hisaye Yamamoto, seeps into the
depth of your psyche. Each story follows the
narrative of various speakers and perspectives,
utilizing and building on the various combinations of
cultural struggles, stigmas, and different
experiences that cross the often times binary
understanding of marginalization. The story
“Seventeen Syllables” is about a Japanese American
working class family and a mother who is an
incredible poet, a father who has rage, and a
daughter who is trying to understand herself amidst
the chaos of her world, people, tomato harvesting,
and a boy. Yamamoto’s lilting language transforms the
reader into a magical space. Speaking to the
complexities of familial relationships, marriage, and
tragedy, each short story she writes possesses an
undeniable evocative quality that pulls the emotions
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of the reader into the
wellbeing of the character.
The prose is quite similar to
the powerful, personal
narratives and testimonial
stories present in many other
alternative print forms.
Though often stemming from a
less formal voice in
newsletters and independent
publications from various womxn of color collectives
such as ALOEC, utilization of mixed mediums and
voices to intensify the emotional story creates the
same pungent storytelling effect of Yamamoto's
writing. The emotionally significant words and
testimonies in the ALOEC newsletter provokes similar
reactions as the stories by Yamamoto. In the ALOEC
newsletter, Katherine Ekau Amoy Hall discusses how
her mixed heritage was difficult for her early on
stating, "I am called a hapa-haoli––a half white––a
half breed...Racism caused me to lose my identity––
more concretely my face. When I was 15 I had plastic
surgery on my nose, eyes and lips to make me look
less Hawaiian (Asian Lesbians of the East Coast 24).
Individual stories in the ALOEC newspaper trace
back the damaged past and difficulties Asian and
lesbian identified womxn had to undergo to come into
their own selves in a world that wished them into
silence for many years. In the short story "Seventeen
Syllables," Yamamoto describes the tragic
circumstances that brought Rosie's mother to the
United States stating, "Her mother, at nineteen, had
come to America and married her father as an
alternative to suicide" (Yamamoto 18). Whether it be
harsh experiences during adolescence and struggles to
love one’s phenotypical appearance, or the tragic
circumstances which brought a mother to leave her
home country, the utilization of individual
narratives coupled with beautiful and honest
purposeful prose speaks to a lived experience common
for many womxn of color. The same provocative
utilization of ethos and pathos makes the reader
invested in the narrative voices of the speaker.
Whether or not the characters are real people, the
essence of emotional lived experiences are often
based in truth. Prose brings such stories to life,
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and pulls readers from all backgrounds into a
collective audience creating community, and a
collective force with purposeful reason. The
declaration of such experiences through written word
validates those of other womxn of color while
simultaneously functioning as a cathartic avenue to
speak truths into existence.
Another of Yamamoto's short stories speaks to
the complex, intercultural, and connected nature of
oppression. In the short story “Wilshire Bus”
Yamamoto explores the way in which people, despite
cultural differences, are deeply impacted by
derogatory slurs and oppressive speech even when it
is not targeted directly at them. In this short
story, a young Japanese American, Esther Kuroiwa,
takes a bus to visit her spouse in the veteran’s
hospital. After witnessing the wrath of a drunk man's
derogatory slurs to a Chinese couple sitting near her
on the bus, she feels an affinity to them and remorse
for her own silence. Dominant society is continually
and unequivocally––regardless of the blurred intent
of the perpetrator or the target of the derogatory
slurs––eliciting, upsetting and deeply connected to
various elements of an Asian American experience.
Esther feels a deep sense of empathy, pain, and
solidarity towards the couple as a fellow Asian
American, despite their ethnic differences. Esther
later described her silence as a bystander as
"committing the great sin of omission which caused
her later to burst into tears and which caused her
acute discomfort for a long time afterwards whenever
something reminded her of it" (Yamamoto 34). In
retrospect, she looks back on her actions with shame,
feeling pain as a silent witness.
Though Esther is not the target of the angry
white man's drunken yelling of derogatory slurs, she
later is deeply upset by her own silence and feels
connected to this couple despite her non-Chinese
heritage. However, initially she desires complete
dissociation from the interaction. Esther sits
silently during this racist escapade and detaches
herself from their experience, "wondering whether the
man meant her in his exclusion order or whether she
was identifiably Japanese...she was Japanese, not
Chinese, and therefore in the present case immune"
(Yamamoto 36).
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Yamamoto explains Esther's gradual recognition
of the fault in quantifying and minimizing someone
else’s trauma by measuring it to that of your own
stating, "what she was actually doing was gloating
over the fact that the drunken man had specified the
Chinese as the unwanted" (ibid). Ultimately she is
filled with rage and a "helpless, insidiously
sickening sensation of there being (nothing solid) in
the world she could...come to grips with" (37,
Yamamoto). The Chinese couple also goes to the
veteran’s hospital, reminding Esther again of their
undeniable similarities. Esther comes to realize the
greater fault of separating her suffering from those
unlike her, since in the end she really is not that
different. Despite the dissimilarities in their
specific ethnic backgrounds, their common lived
experience perceived and judged as an Asian American
is undeniably strong. Esther comes to realize how it
is dangerously easy to distance one’s self from
oppression not directly targeted at you. However
tempting, such behavior makes you implicit in the
perpetuation of such actions, ultimately submitting
to and accepting racist behavior as normal. Despite
perceivable difference, common lived experience as a
marginalized individual pulls people together,
creating an undeniable communal experience, and sense
of solidarity in community despite difference.
Interestingly at the end of the story, Esther
embraces her spouse in tears, her emotions from the
traumatizing bus ride culminating. However, when her
spouse simply thinks that she is crying out of
missing him she does not correct him and simply says
that women are silly, rather than sharing the
experience she just had. The act of chosen and imposed
silence is common among many womxn of color, who
frequently diminish their own voices and experiences
in even the most presumably intimate of
relationships. Whether it be an element of one’s
identity, an experience, trauma, or a story, womxn of
color are often told, by institutions and their own
kin, that their voices are not worthy of being heard.
The imposed silence Esther feels in the company of
her spouse mimics the complex silence she felt
sitting on the bus as a bystander. Although the
silence is not prompted by the same situation, the
root of the obligatory silence is similarly inflicted
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by socialized expectations of Asian American womxn
and other womxn of color. Complacency despite inner
furry becomes easy once you become numb to difficult
lived realities. Indoctrinated by the way others
treat you or expect from you, womxn of color gain the
necessity of strength and resilience in order to
continue functioning in such an overtly prejudice
society. Quickly deflecting the remarks of a loved
one rather than sharing the experience, or being
quite during an extremely upsetting racist escapade,
is an unfortunate normal for many womxn of color. In
both situations, Esther similarly "chooses" silence,
not out of convenience but out of an accepted
imposition. It is easy to internalize emotion when it
seems much easier to keep your head down rather than
advocate for your rights.
In the short story "Seventeen Syllables," the
main character's mother similarly grows immune to the
pain of carrying on. While listening to her mother
describe her painful past she notices how, “it was as
though her mother had memorized it by heart reciting
it to herself so many times over that its nagging
vileness had long since gone.” (Yamamoto 19).
Although the contexts are different, the imposed
silence similarly manifests in individuals. As a
result, many voices are lost or omitted in the
writing of history. The process of enculturation of
norms effectively minimizes the voices of womxn of
color, although the reality of their experiences
remain just as real, just as significant. How then,
can one change the culture of imposed silence?
Multiracial Asian American self-identified
lesbian writer Willy Wilkinson speaks to the reality
of imposed silence in the 1984 edition of the
feminist newspaper Sojourner stating, “many of us
choose invisibility: we have been instructed all our
lives to not make waves.” Regardless of the inner
raucous or the depth of unique lived experiences,
womxn of color often “choose” silence because it is
what is expected of them. Are choices really choices
when you are oppressed into believing it is the only
way to exist? Written word functions as a
way to escape the imposition of silence,
and function as a cathartic mode to voice
truths and form community through the
reality of lived experiences.
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"Particularly for so many Latinas who
can no longer claim our own country,
or even the domain of our own homes––
barely holding la tierra below our
feet––we need una literatura that
testifies to our lives, provides
acknowledgment of who we are: an
exiled people, a migrant people,
mujeres en la lucha"
-Cuentos: Stories by Latinas, edited by Alma
Gómez, Cherríe Moraga, Marianna Romo-Carmona
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Las Buenas Amigas (LBA) was a collective formed in
New York in 1986, by and for lesbian womxn who
identified as Latinx. The newsletter produced by LBA
stood out to me, possessing more formal voice than
those of other womxn of color collectives such as
ALOEC. Utilizing both personal narrative and
omniscient voice, LBA uses less poetry and less
visual art, and instead mixes in the layout of
columns, more typical in mainstream newspaper
publications. However, the newsletter still
constitutes the qualities of alternative press,
utilizing a variety of voices and containing content
that is honest and personal.
Something quite unique about this form is the usage
of both English and Spanish interchangeably. Visually
the page of the LBA newsletter is a checkerboard of
sorts, requiring the reader to either be able to read
both English and Spanish interchangeably, or switch
from one side of the page to the next, depending on
the preferred language. This also makes the form more
attainable for English or Spanish speaking readers
and caters to those who speak both. While
simultaneously immersing the reader in someone else's
linguistic norm, it forces one to come in contact
with their linguistic privilege as they navigate two
languages at once, or smile as their lived experience
is reflected in the form.
This requirement of either multilingualism or
physical interaction with what is being written on
the page is a deliberate action and is utilized in
other forms such as the book Cuentos: Stories by
Latinas published by Kitchen Table: Women of Color
Press. The introduction of Cuentos: Stories by
Latinas explains the purposeful nature of a
multilingual text as essential. Not only embodying
the multilingual lived experience through written
word, multilingualism also emulates the vernacular of
a multicultural lived experience. The multilingual
form explored in Cuentos: Stories by Latinas was
edited by one of the cofounders of the LBA
organization, and published by Kitchen Table: Women
of Color Press in 1983. In contrast to the
checkerboard alternation of different language
segments and paragraphs in the LBA newsletter,
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Cuentos: Stories by Latinas seamlessly blends English
and Spanish in the same textual space. The deliberate
usage of combined rhetoric and language is not only
purposeful, but necessary to highlight the
multicultural and multilingual lived experiences of
collective voices. This effect is a powerful literary
choice, explained in depth by the editors of Cuentos:
Stories by Latinas as "essential that the realities
of our lives be named in our own tongue, however
mixed"(xi).
While it could be perceived as a nuisance to nonSpanish speaking people, it is an effective way to
reach multilingual readers by speaking to them as
they speak to themselves: a fusion of culture in the
form of language. Fusing English and Spanish
seamlessly without announcement, and choosing not to
include constant back translations, is a way to
validate the multilingual and multicultural
experiences of the authors, and cater to an audience
with similar voices. Rather than make excuses for
speaking a mixed language and being who they are, the
speakers form a community for other womxn of color
who similarly experience multilingualism and
multiculturalism. The written words emulate the way
in which oral histories are passed through
generations, but also speak to larger elements of
lived experience and validate “mixing English and
Spanish in our writing (as) a legitimate and creative
response to acculturation…the text visually
reflect(s) the bi-cultural experience” (Gómez et al,
xi). The interesting fusion of language and culture
proves to be a powerful tool in written word. Whether
or not you are reading the language you speak, both
Cuentos: Stories by Latinas and the LBA Newsletter
encompass the necessity to embody lived experience
through deliberate usage and manipulation of the
written word. Writing functions as a powerful mode to
transmit multicultural and multilingual lived
experience and form community through multilingual
prose.
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"then why don't we detest some of
those millions of words on combating
sexism & racism & all the other
insidious isms that plague us and
start building a brave new world?"
--Constance Ratliff-Campbell Editor and
Publisher of The Griot Press (African
Ancestral Lesbians)
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Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press published a
prolific amount of work between 1980 and 1990. Their
works continue to be published in new editions and
are still foundational works for academics and
grassroots organizers alike. The multitude of books
published by Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press
reveal the ways in which the written word is
widespread, dynamic, and applicable in any era––just
as the many voices that write them. The stories
published are timeless and describe lived experiences
dealing with identity formation, oppression,
families, migration, love, lesbianism/queerness,
pain, multiraciality, solidarity, and community.
These topics span generations. Kitchen Table: Women
of Color Press functions as a space to create a
lasting community network of womxn of color who
continually face disparity in our society yet
simultaneously have collective strength and a voice
that spans time. Similarly functioning as other womxn
of color collectives, Kitchen Table: Women of Color
Press evolves with time by setting a precedent of the
future possibilities of intercultural connections
among different womxn of color. Unity, despite the
intricacies and specificities of different lived
experiences, Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press
functions as a way to connect womxn of color with
each other. Providing a deep power within a
collective, Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press
published many works and utilized written word and
books as a means to tell stories and create
community. They produced a prolific volume of books
from the voices of many womxn of color of varying
backgrounds. Some of the authors include: Mila
Aguilar, Hisaye Yamamoto, Merle Woo, Barbara Omolade,
Mitsuye Yamada, Audre Lorde, Barbara Smith, Cherríe
Moraga, Gloria Anzaldúa, Mariana Romo-Carmona, and
Alma Gómez. Spanning from 1970-2001, Kitchen Table:
Women of Color Press published over 13 books by womxn
of color authors from varying backgrounds, identities
and experiences in addition to several leaflet style
pamphlets in the Freedom Organizing Series. Even so,
spanning into the present and recent past, new
editions of notable texts such as This Bridge Called
my Back have been published as recently as 2015.
These new editions of treasured classics continue to
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be foundational texts in the present formation and
conceptualization of womxn of color in our history,
and the understanding of the interworking forces of
racism, classism, sexism, and homophobia.
The alternative print company has an exclusive
mission to be for and by womxn of color––not solely
for profit or for easy consumption by white upperclass audiences. Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press
still functions as a site for activism and a space
for revolutionary womxn of color authors and voices.
Personal narratives drive many of the works by
Kitchen of Table: Women of Color Press, making them
powerful, telling, emotional and relatable to many.
In the collection of short stories Seventeen
Syllables and other stories by Hisaye Yamamoto,
Yamamoto crafts her stories from deep personal
experiences: making statements that ring true to many
individuals of differing backgrounds. She describes––
in beautifully elegant prose––how a father breaks and
burns a poetry award received by her mother for
haiku, and her daughter who watches her mother
mesmerized as it burns. "They watched together until
they remained only a feeble smoke under the blazing
sun. Her mother was very calm" (Yamamoto 18). The
ways in which tragedy is received calmly by those who
have experienced hardship demonstrates the profundity
of her pain. A pain so powerful that it supersedes
the superficiality of explosive anger. A pain that is
representative of those who have lived and endured
hardship over a lifetime. The narrative she writes
speaks to lived truths of many womxn of color and
lineages which experienced and continue to experience
unfathomable pain that is internalized, and passed
down through generations. Such a lived experience
pours through those lived experiences of her
characters.
In Cuentos: Stories by Latinas the multilingual form
and collection of stories and testimonies from all
different Latinx womxn is a powerful source of
written oral history as well as testimonial story
telling. The utilization of language functions as "a
legitimate and creative response to acculturation"
(Gomez et al xi). In A Comrade is as Precious as a
Rice Seedling Mila Aguilar writes profound poetry
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that rattles one to the core, stories of her
imprisonment in Malina, strength, disillusionment,
and her interaction with others which impact the way
her voice and perspective was and continues to be
shaped. She describes in her poem "Red Ants," the
minuscule yet mighty victories that arise in
communities that face hardships stating, "Like red
ants from many corners of the land / we gather, /
lightly carrying loads / of small but brilliant
victories on our backs" (Aguilar 27). Whether it be
the day by day interactions with people, language
deprivation, trauma, family or imprisonment, the
story of many womxn of color combine through Kitchen
Table: Women of Color Press, creating a community
network and connection between experiences that are
different yet similar. Extending the print subculture
into the book and pamphlet medium, Kitchen Table:
Women of Color Press was a game changer, bringing
marginalized voices to light.
Through the potent prose of many incredibly talented
and resilient womxn of color, a collective voice is
formed of similarly personal experiences in poems,
essay, and short stories. Unlike other womxn of color
collectives, which are created to fit into forms of
alternative newspapers and journals, Kitchen Table:
Women of Color Press uses books to be a template for
all forms and styles of writing and storytelling.
Although the voices in differing womxn of color
collectives and different authors published by
Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press vary in the
formality and style––short stories read much
differently than personal narrative or testimonial
works or poetry–– the overarching similarities in an
honest voice with deep motivational power between
these different forms is most significant. Connecting
the reader to the story of the author and functioning
as a space to inspire others,
the works by Kitchen Table:
Women of Color Press were and
continue to be foundational in
furthering the necessity of
spaces for womxn of color to
share lived experiences and
form community.
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"It was my belief that black lesbians have
been the vanguard of the women’s movements
all along"
-Katherine Ekau Amoy Hall (ALOEC
member/writer, 1983)
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The Griot Press (African Ancestral Lesbians) 92'
"If you don't VOTE someone else makes Decisions for
you!!" Plastered in large font of page two in the May
1992 Issue of the Griot Press, you can't miss the
handwritten graphic letters that take up an entire
page. The alternative publication entitled "The Griot
Press" was founded by a small collective of Black,
queer womxn. Categorized by University of Puget Sound
online gender and sexuality archive and as a segment
of the womxn of color collective African Ancestral
Lesbians, this group's publication reminded me
visually of the ALOEC newsletter. Even the logo and
insignia on the front page of the publication, double
gender symbols merging, was conceptually similar to
the hand-drawn images of "double women" Chinese
characters in the ALOEC publication. The merging of
both gender symbols in the Griot Press
creates a Venn diagram of sorts.
Shattering the typical conceptualizations
of gendered relationships, the image also
leaves space for gender-neutral
identities, and reimagines relationships
beyond heterosexual norms. With a
distinct statement of purpose, personal
narratives, advertisements, and
resources, the general format seemed consistent with
other womxn of color collectives and alternative
newsletter publications. The purpose and prose of
this publication spoke both personally and
collectively to the communal experience of Black
queer womxn. Even so, there was a sense of
connectedness within the voices other of queer womxn
and people of color across all intricate identities.
However, unlike the ALOEC Newsletter, in some
issues, The Griot Press incorporated more formal
voices. From issue to issue, even year to year (92'to
the 93' for example) the content, voices, and
contributors varied greatly. Some voices were firstperson accounts of personal experiences such as
coming-out stories. The powerful prose of personal
experiences coming to terms with one’s sexuality
paralleled many other journeys by other queer womxn
of color. A powerful coming-out story by an unnamed
author originally published in "Essence" Magazine
explained how enlightening and empowering it was to
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come out to her family. She explains how, despite the
difficulties it has, "been an awakening...I've
stopped being so afraid of being rejected by people
who find out I'm gay. The closet is dark and
lonely...no matter how disappointed and angry my
mother felt, she never stopped loving me. She and the
rest of my family made it okay for me to be me" (The
Griot Press, 10). Other written works were more
broad, speaking to larger experiences of being a
Black womxn in society. Linda La Ru discusses the
complexities and the hypocrisies of the Womxn's
Liberation Movement and the ways in which Black womxn
were often overlooked or clumped together with
experiences of "all womxn." Many articles in later
issues of the publication were more informational and
lengthy––though still powerful. Even so, each piece
still seemed effective in speaking to both personal
and communal lived experiences, pulling together the
lived experience of many womxn of color while
speaking to that of Black womxn. Although functioning
to serve as a platform for all queer communities of
color, the stories stemmed from the lived experiences
of Black queer womxn. Correlating to the identities
of the editors, and publishers, and authors of the
publication, the stories seemed to rattle
misconceptions in the print culture and pop culture
alike, drawing attention to the complex lived
experiences of queer Black womxn.
Through a mix of personal testimony and scholarly
articles, this publication seemed to bridge worlds of
scholarly academia while remaining true to the
purpose of alternative mediums: reaching target
audiences of similar experiences. The second issue
contained works by Audre Lorde and a powerful piece
by Linda La Rue entitled "The Black Movement and
Women's Liberation." The Griot Press publication
contains a combination of personal narratives with
external columns and articles from publications such
as The Black Scholar, intermixed with various voices
accompanied with the hand-drawn images: a similar
layout in the ALOEC newsletter. Even so, despite the
nuanced identity as a Black queer womxn, the
publication speaks to the many lived experiences of
queer womxn of color. The purpose of the publication
is also clear, to be inclusive: for and by queer
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people of color. The publication prided itself in
being the one of its kind. Constance RatliffCampbell, a Black, lesbian, female, uses her lived
experiences as a Black, queer, womxn to inform and
influence others: encouraging people to be brave in
the creation of a literary space created for and by
your community. This distinct purpose and
specification of a target audience is quite common
among many womxn of color collectives. The editor,
Constance Ratliff-Campbell self identifies as Black
and Lesbian, and often discusses the complexities of
straddling two communities, and the difficulty of
finding publications that speak to both queer and
Black communities. Ratliff-Campbell extends this
specification by expressing what it means to be a
"gay, minority owned and published" publication––not
just one or the other. It functions as a combination
of experiences, not solely from a male or white
perspective. Explaining the purpose of this "minority
owned and published magazine" the publication has a
distinct purpose. Ratliff-Campbell explains how it is
important to not be complacent but instead take
action to change the inequities that exist in print
culture, "rather than sit(ting) back and blam(ing)
other publications for any over-sight" (The Griot
Press 2).
Ownership and autonomy are emphasized in many
alternative publications since their existence and
persistence alone is evidence of power and strength
in communal voice despite adversity. Although there
are many shortcomings in the publishing industry and
continue to be many, the liberation through written
word comes from creating spaces that allow personal
and lesser spoken narratives to run free, to make
waves.
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"There is an urgency to relate the physical
details, the spiritual labor, the ritual,
the gathering, the making. Because in the
unraveling, the threads become more
apparent, each one with its distinct color
and texture. And as I unravel, I also weave.
I am the storyteller and the story."
-Beth Brant, A Gathering of Spirit
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Stumbling Upon a Masterpiece: #NotYourPrincess Voices
of Native American Women
I stumbled across this book in the Tacoma Art Museum.
I stood dumbfounded by the art and later sat down to
further appreciate the painting entitled Planes
Warrior with Breastplate, by John Nieto, an artist of
Spanish, Apache and Navajo descent who is most known
for colorful works of art depicting indigenous
individuals. I looked at the piercing eyes of the
subject in the painting, and the vibrant colors and
patterns. Sitting down on a bench from farther away
to look at it at a distance, beside me was a colorful
hardback picture book. Waiting for me to read, the
eyes of the person on the cover pulled me into the
book entitled #NotYourPrincess Voices of Native
American Women, published 2017. I opened it to find
the images and stories of contemporary indigenous
womxn. Inside were poems, art, testimonies,
illustrations, and accounts that varied from all
different ages and perspectives of Native American
identified womxn, young and old. Inside were stories
of sexual fetishization, objectification,
exoticization, appreciation and exploration of
selfhood or identity, self-acceptance in lieu of a
fair complexion, or living in an urban area, or
simply existing and proclaiming a story and a space
otherwise often forgotten or misunderstood. I was so
quickly absorbed and taken into the stories of so
many Native American womxn––I lost track of time.
There I sat suspended in time considering the many
stories and forgotten voices of so many different
people who shared a similar identity. The book is so
approachable, so easy to hold and read while
simultaneously powerful. Through mixed mediums,
poems, short stories, narrative accounts of
experiences, headshots, and visual art, the book
takes on the powerful essence of personal narratives
while remaining current. Reminiscent of some of
literary techniques of other written works by
different womxn of color collectives, this picture
book of potent testimonies and incredibly stirring
narratives felt like everything. The power of words
and personal narratives made me feel deeply invested
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in the life and stories of these indigenous womxn,
their art, their illustrations, and their mighty
voices. The powerful prose seemed in harmony with a
larger collective voice.
"A Gathering of Spirit: North American Indian Women's
Issue" was edited by Beth Brant (Degonwadonti) in
1983. As a published special issue of the magazine
Sinister Wisdom, this magazine was dedicated to the
voices of Native American womxn. It similarly
functioned as a mode of uninterrupted expression, and
a powerful collective voice of many Native American
womxn. As #NotYourPrincess creates a space for the
collaborative yet individual expression of lesser
heard voices, Sinister Wisdom uses mixed literary
forms to express different personal testimonies.
Despite the differences in time, the modes are
extremely similar. The form mimics a collective voice
while still valuing and giving credit to the many
individual voices that are incorporated in the piece.
Both pieces are forms that in many ways fuse the
known and the unknown, a book that is not just any
book and a magazine that is not just any magazine. A
known magazine publication making a special issue, A
Gathering of Spirit: North American Indian Women's
Issue, exists just as #NotYourPrincess and embodies
the essence of both a zine and an anthology.
Creativity is not inhibited by generational
differences, but rather grows and changes with time.
Both pieces are examples of a collective that can be
formed in an evocative collection of written word:
together making a greater statement. There is power
in the collective voice; there is community in shared
stories and written word.
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Digitalization and Online Print Mediums
Today, digitalization conceptualizes print subculture
in new innovative online mediums. Further cultivating
collaborative platforms for marginalized communities
of color, the internet allows people to quickly
connect with one another forming communities of
potentially huge participants via the internet.
Different online zine distributions mimic the same
purposefulness of Kitchen Table: Women of Color
Press. “Brown Recluse Zine Distro,” for example,
caters to authors and zinesters1 of color to reclaim
and draw attention to the dominant white zine
culture. Mediums like Brown Recluse utilize online
spaces to function much like alternative press
companies such as Kitchen Table: Women of Color
Press. By providing a space to collect and distribute
zines written by persons and womxn of color, the
spreading of written word simply takes form through
an online platform. Similarly catering to the written
works by people of color, the authors address and
expose target audiences to the frequent omission of
crucial voices. Elevating the written word of
marginalized individuals strengthens a coalition of
powerful, independent, yet intertwined voices.
Although print mediums have shifted with
digitalization, many forms of activism and the power
of collective voices continue to be vehicles for
change utilized by different womxn of color
collectives and groups. Forming communities of
individuals across nations, online distributions
allow the print subculture to ricochet further and
faster than ever before.
Regardless of the ways in which different
physical alternative presses have
digitalized, online zine distributions
often still value and emphasize similar
“underground” and subversive ways to
connect with others who engage in the
same literary activist subculture: rooted
in the necessity to share and
collaboratively voice truths and lived
experience through written word. The
Brown Recluse Zine Distro requires
1

A zinester is someone who makes zines.
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submissions to be physical copies, and specifies that
authors of submissions must be persons of color. The
values of non-digitized written word and the
personalized literary experience of zine sharing
remains the same despite the different software to
enable different information sharing. Almost all the
different forms of alternative print are open to
submissions and or subscription, and remain a
collaborative space for and by the target audiences
they attempt to reach. Regardless of the form, womxn
of color activism takes place through all different
types of zines, journals and newspapers. By simply
shaping the format of narrative voices to fit the
flexible confines of different online forms, it
remains activism by simply existing and persisting.
The Power of Poetry
One medium that I have seen stay completely
consistent yet still change overtime in light of
different cultural movements, is poetry. Poetry is a
necessity which precedes social change. The
Huffington post explains the necessity of poetry
stating, “Poetry is a perfect example of how the
personal is political—there’s nothing more relatable
than someone’s story and emotions. Before individuals
can take part in any kind of action, they first have
to become aware of the issues around them." In the
paper "The Transformation of Silence into Language
and Action," in Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider, she
discusses the absolute necessity of poetry, and the
way in which it functions providing evocative
descriptions of the painful, and the otherwise
indescribable. The particular beauty of poetry is
that it can take many forms and is not tied to any
cultural movement but rather moves with changes in
cultural and time.
Poetry remains relevant and womxn of color remain
forerunners as authors of provocative texts to make
readers feel. Cherríe Moraga explores her identity
and existence through that of her mother in the
powerful poem "For the Color of My Mother" exploring
herself through her mother stating, "I am a white
girl gone brown to the blood color of my mother /
speaking for her through the unnamed part of the
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mouth / the wide-arched muzzle of brown women."
Poetry has no limitations and neither does the human
psyche. Possessing the different tongues,
colloquialisms and voices of real people many poems
grapple with issues such as lack of melanin as a
womxn of color. In the poem "on not bein" by mary
hope whitehead lee, the poet beautifully outlines an
ongoing struggle of self-love saying, "she envied
them all...they was brown like / the sun loved they
skin special / cuz it warmed 'em...her/she was drab
faded out / yellow like a scorched july sky / just
fore it rains & rinses / away the hint of brown from
the smog."
Poetry takes flight in the hands of those with
powerful and often painful experiences to share which
often ring true to people beyond the speaker. From
the early issues of Bridge Called My Back to the
rising presence of young poets of color in slam
poetry in the present, words that possess rhythm and
cadence have a way of dancing into the psyche. Poetry
never belonged to the aristocratic European bourgeois
who describes a life in the lap of luxury, or nature
appreciated at a distance. Poetry instead rests in
the raw hands and talons of those with something deep
to say about the human condition. The reality of a
marginalized experiences as a womxn of color melts
into provocative poems.
Poetry requires a pen and paper and a story
explainable through feelings in the form of words.
Poetry is not limited or limiting and can pose a
tangible threat to oppressive structures in our
society. Words remain mere vehicles to bring light to
the breadth of the human experience. However, “words
are (also) our most powerful tools; when combined
together, they shape future trajectories of our
nation’s landscape, are used to create the world’s
most important documents and communicate with each
other on both small and large scales" (ibid).
Common Threads Across Time
The topics and the specificity of discussion vary,
depending on movements, people and time period,
however even so, ideas such as carceral capitalism,
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or the school to prison pipeline, or "contemporary
issues" of the mass incarceration of Black and Brown
people was discussed as early as 1970. Despite the
cultural changes that take place and the social
movements between 1970-2018, it is interesting to
uncover the uncanny similarities of many written
works by womxn of color with a social justice
emphasis despite differing cultural contexts. “Women
only” specifications often narrowed the target
audience to many events hosted by various groups such
as African Ancestral Lesbians who frequently hosted
events all throughout the east coast to create
different collective voices. “Brown Recluse Zine
Distro” sought submission from zinesters of color
just as Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press publishes
only for and by womxn of color and the "POC zine
project" functions purposefully acquiring literature
for and by marginalized, of color communities.
Womxn of color transcend the differing elements of
marginalization by experiencing unique combinations
of racism and sexism. The intersectional experience
is described starting in the 1970s by various groups
and authors such as Audre Lorde, Combahee River
Collective, and other womxn of color authors or
collectives. Even before Kimberlé Crenshaw coined the
term “intersectionality” others articulated
experiences of multiple forms of oppression occurring
at once, womxn of color, queer and heterosexual, knew
and expressed the breadth of experiences that they
faced as someone marginalized by more than one force
in society. Whether it be the formation of the
Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press in 1980
functioning as an unprecedented model of collective
womxn of color voices, or powerful poems that speak
for themselves, the perspectives voiced and the
audiences they reached remained the same. Personal
narrative-driven works by womxn of color function to
be meaningful and effective vehicles to connect with
others coming from similar lived experiences.
Community forms and coalesces in powerful ways as a
result of powerful language. Through first person
accounts and narrative voices as well as stories that
speak to larger perspectives, the voices and
experiences of many marginalized womxn of color and
communities come together in powerful solidarity
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translating into action extending beyond the writing
itself: coalescing into social change.
Pulling things together, what is different now?
Like anything, literary print subculture has
transformed with time. Aging like cheese to become
more potent and persistently relevant despite the
shifts in social culture, alternative forms of
written word mold to the different modes, mediums,
technological and digitalized spaces, and platforms
remaining accessible to the masses. Pamphlets and
manifestos and non-traditional forms of print
transformed and branched into small handheld leaflets
that could be distributed easily to many people
without completely undoing or being disingenuous to
the disruptive, anti-establishment, critical and raw
lens of alternative presses. Now subculture bleeds
into forms you thought you knew: books that aren't
really books, newspapers that speak raw truths, and
collections of stories in the form of something you
can carry with you––both physically and
metaphorically. Regardless, the ways in which written
word and print subculture have functioned as a
community network among various womxn of color for
solidarity and social organizing, its undeniable
power has remained largely the same. Womxn of color
in print subculture have flourished from the fertile
soil of incredible works by powerful womxn of color
collectives across history. With shifting cultural
norms in each generation, the vocabulary used to
describe lived experiences––which have always
occurred for womxn of color throughout time––also
shifts. With that change, different literary mediums
and online tools help conceptualize a commonly lived
phenomena in new ways.
Even so, though tools change, written words remain
some of the most influential and tangible ways to
express lived experience. Words also connect entire
communities of womxn of color in solidarity with one
another. The values of womxn of color contributing to
the print subculture have remained the same
throughout time. The appreciation, necessity and
praise for individual and collective voices, outside
of mainstream print, has remained true generation to
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generation. Though collective audiences shift, from
physical spaces to online platforms, the appreciation
for the physicality of written alternative presses
and the necessity for a purposeful, disruptive,
visually organic and original, accessible, and
collaborative space for marginalized womxn of color
has remained one of the most prominent elements of
print subcultures then and now.
From collective to collective, and generation to
generation, the way in which the different womxn of
color groups converge and intersect is astounding.
Personal stories are like windows into the soul. It
enables others to see the reality and vicariously
experience the hardships of so many different womxn
of color: painting a picture and informing others of
why and how womxn of color share their stories.
Despite the differences in the mediums produced, or
the time period in which each womxn of color
collective arose, something which transcended
difference was a common thread of community, support,
and appreciation. During certain time periods I
noticed how often I would see the reoccurring names
of different womxn of color collectives in the
various newsletters of all different groups. Whether
it be promotion of an event, support for a speaker or
simply an advertisement for support groups to grant
access to certain voices for varying identities, the
sense of solidarity across all differing womxn of
color groups and collectives spoke to the greater
unanimous experience of marginalization, despite the
differences and uniqueness of lived experiences.
Regardless of specificity of lived experience, a
larger network among these different groups arose
through the powerful prose created between 1970-2018.
Community support networks through this underground
resource functions like a glue that remains constant
throughout all written mediums. Womxn of color in
print subculture enact pathways and community
networks for different womxn of color to converge and
diverge. Pulling together voices, communities and
collective strength among powerful womxn of color
across time.
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"Perhaps this paper could serve as a vehicle
to aid us, as a people in coming closer
together, recognizing ourselves and others
supporting our efforts, support of
community..."
-Constance Ratliff-Campbell Editor and
Publisher of The Griot Press (African
Ancestral Lesbians)
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